
Operational efficiencies 
and great-tasting burgers.
The new Prince Castle® Flame King Broiler features a four-lane continuous 
feed that averages a whopping 85 burgers per lane/hour. Turn up your 
turnout with consistent quality burgers that deliver that “true char” flavor 
thanks to the independently controlled top and bottom infrared burners. 
From its patent-pending patty slide, auto-loading patty staging area, and 
minimal parts, this broiler maximizes output, reduces costs, and streamlines 
daily maintenance.  

n	Independently controlled infrared burners on top and bottom,  
 tube burner on the bottom 
n	Automatically feed any sized patty from stack
n	Patent-pending cost-saving patty slide 
n	Split-loader design allows operators to cook even during  
 routine maintenance  
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  To learn more about the Prince Castle Flame King Broiler, visit princecastle.com 
To contact an expert today, go to princecastle.com/contact-us

Four-Lane 
Continuous 
Feed

Infrared 
Burner 
Technology 

Cook any sized patty in 
any lane with this versatile 
broiler that averages up to 
85 burgers per lane/hour. It 
also includes an automated 
split-loader staging area that 
can hold up to 36 frozen 
products. 

Maintenance free,
IR burners provide  
consistent heating for 
improved product  
quality with 80% less 
temperature variation  
lane-to-lane.

LED 
Touchscreen
Display

No Release 
Sheets

The handy LED touchscreen 
enables quick adjustments 
and simple menu navigation 
to ease crew engagement 
and reduce training needs. 

Patent-pending patty slide 
design eliminates costly 
consumables, saving up to 
$600 a year plus reduced 
crew labor cleaning time.

Crew-Proof 
Cleaning 

Juice 
Management 
System   

Fewer components mean 
faster and easier cleaning. 
Our crew-proof part design 
ensures assembly its right 
every time. 
 
 

Lab tests prove that our 
unique broiler design, 
which holds the patties in 
their natural juices, delivers 
larger, juicier burgers.

Deliver the authentic “true char” flavor customers love with the Prince Castle 
Flame King Broiler. It delivers optimized IR burner control along with easily 
removable components helping your crew deliver consistent, great-tasting food 
with a simple-to-clean operation. 
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